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Fertilizer
Frank Ocean

This is for the full song, by James Fauntleroy. It s a great song!

Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phQ02mUCECc

Chords Used:

B: x24442
Bb: x02220
G#maj7: xx5432  (alternately, 320002)
G: 244322
F: 022100
Fm: 022000

Essentially, the pattern is

B for 4 beats
Bb for 4 beats
G#maj7 for 4 beats
G for 2 beats
F for 2 beats

Intro:
B Bb G#maj7 G F

B             Bb              G#maj7  G  F
I got a garden where it never rains (no)
B                 Bb                 G#maj7     G  F
I feed the flowers tears, they don t complain (yeah, ooo)
                 B             
Can I get you to cry, baby (baby)
                 Bb
If I tell you a lie, baby? (baby)
              G#maj7
I just need a reaction
            G     F    
To keep it alive baby (baby)
    B                 Bb             
Cuz I ve got a garden in my heart
    G#maj7      G       F
And I can t survive without some (kind of)...

Chorus
B         Bb                  G#maj7                G  F
Fertilizer I ll take bullshit if that s all you got
             B          Bb                   G#maj7               G  F
Without some fertilizer, tears, and sunshine all the growing stops
                             B   Bb   G#maj7  G  F



Whatever I just need it from you
                    B   Bb   G#maj7  G  F
I just need it from you

Well I heard that the flowers love to hear you sing, baby girl
Put your ear to my heart, bet you won t hear anything
Can I get you to sing baby? (baby)
Give me something in E major? (major)
Pretty darling, your silence, is driving me crazy (crazy)
Girl I got a garden in the dark, and I can t, survive without some kind of...

Chorus
Fertilizer I ll take bullshit if that s all you got
Without some fertilizer, tears, and sunshine all the growing stops
Whatever I just need it from you
I just need it from you
I just need it from you

    G#maj7             Fm
Behold, light from my star
        G#maj7            Fm
I dug a hole, planted my heart
          C                     G#maj7
It s been told, that hearts can grow
G   F
  I just need...

Chorus (x2)
Fertilizer I ll take bullshit if that s all you got
Without some fertilizer, tears, and sunshine all the growing stops
Whatever I just need it from you

Fertilizer I ll take bullshit if that s all you got
Without some fertilizer, tears, and sunshine all the growing stops
Whatever I just need it from you
I just need it from you, you


